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Date: 9th February 2016

Please contact Information Governance
Direct line 024 7683 3323
infogov@coventry.gov.uk

Dear Sir/Madam
Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA)
Request ID: REQ00796
Thank you for your request for information relating to socio demographic statistics in
Canley.
‘1) The number of people live in Canley
2) The proportion of families with children headed by single parents in Canley
compared with other areas in Coventry
3) The proportion of families receive low income benefits compared with other
areas in Coventry
4) The dropout rate in Canley compared with other areas in Coventry
5) Facilities available in Canley
6) Types of activities available for community in Canley now
7) Types of activities run for community in the past two years
7) Age, gender, ethnicity, level of education of community in Canley
8) The proportion of families receive carer and disability Benefits.’
I can confirm that this information is accessible to you by accessing the following link
‘Facts about Coventry’.
Facts about Coventry | Coventry City Council
We therefore do not have to provide the information as per Section 21 of the FOIA.
To advise and assist you further some statistics are available by Ward and for which
Canley is part of the Westwood Ward. We have however found details specifically for the
Canley area and have provided the direct link to this below.

http://ias.facts-aboutcoventry.com/IAS/dataviews/report/fullpage?viewId=618&reportId=272&geoId=116&geo
SubsetId=234
In respect of your questions 5, 6 and 7, we are unable to answer these without
clarification as to exactly what you mean by ‘facilities’ and ‘activities’. If you wish to
submit a revised request for these aspects of your request, please do so.
For information, we publish a variety of information such as: FOI/EIR Disclosure Log,
Publication Scheme, Facts about Coventry and Open Data that you may find of useful if
you are looking for information in the future.
If you are unhappy with the handling of your request, you can ask us to review our
response. Requests for reviews should be submitted within 40 days of the date of
receipt of our response to your original request – email: infogov@coventry.gov.uk
If you are unhappy with the outcome of our review, you can write to the Information
Commissioner, who can be contacted at: Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe
House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF or email casework@ico.org.uk.
Please remember to quote the reference number above in your response.
Yours faithfully

Information Governance
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